Abstract—Flexibility and reliability of AC microgrids are enhanced by reducing the dependence on communications in multi-layer hierarchical control. In this sense, this paper presents a secondary control with no communications for islanded microgrids. It is based on a control scheme that switches between two configurations according to a time-dependent protocol. With this proposal, an excellent performance in terms of transient response and frequency restoration in steady-state is achieved. The paper also presents design considerations for the control parameters. In addition, the theoretical predictions are validated by experimental results from a laboratory microgrid.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MICROGRIDS have recently emerged as a potential solution for electrical supply due to their advantages as environmental impacts reduction, reliability, and flexible operability [1], [2]. Basically, a microgrid is a cluster of distributed generators (DGs), loads, and energy storage systems which can operate in two possible modes: grid-connected or islanded [3].

In islanded mode, microgrids are disconnected from the main grid intentionally or by an electrical fault and the DGs provide active and reactive power to the local loads [4]. To control frequency, voltage amplitude or power sharing, a multi-layer hierarchical scheme can be implemented, normally divided in three control layers: primary, secondary and tertiary layer [5].

Primary layer rapidly controls power sharing and stabilizes frequency and output voltage amplitude in each DG. However, steady-state errors or deviations are introduced, which are corrected by the secondary layer. Tertiary layer manages and coordinates the operation of the power flows at optimal points considering economic concerns (i.e., energy prices and electricity markets) and grid requirements (i.e., reactive power flows control for voltage management) [6]–[8]. These layers decouple their dynamics through different speeds of response (i.e., control bandwidths), which also facilitates their individual designs.

In most of the literature related to multi-layer hierarchical control, primary layer approaches are based on the droop method (which is essentially decentralized). In addition, tertiary layer approaches are commonly based on centralized communication systems. On the other hand, there is no standard for secondary layer approaches, which can be categorized in centralized, distributed and with no communications.

Centralized secondary layer approach is based on a communication system which connects each DG to a microgrid central controller (MGCC) [9]. A node of the microgrid is selected as the control bus, where the frequency and voltage amplitude are measured. Its values are gathered and compared with their respective references by the MGCC. Then, secondary control terms are calculated and transmitted to the DGs controllers [10]. Commonly, the control bus is assigned at the microgrid point of common coupling which is the node where the transfer switch connects the isolated microgrid with the main grid.

As centralized approach requires an extensive communication system, it can be used for monitoring and controlling different aspects of the microgrid. This approach allows easily incorporate new DGs to the microgrid without affecting the control scheme. However, the strong dependence on the MGCC is its major drawback. As all the control calculations are done in the MGCC, a failure on it can affect the entire microgrid, leading to consider a backup system to improve the reliability.

Distributed secondary layer approach is based on a communication system which allows the exchange of data between the DGs controllers. In this approach the MGCC is not required, because the secondary control terms are calculated in each DG controller using local and received measures. Distributed approach can be implemented based on
different control calculations techniques. Currently, two interesting approaches are averaging and consensus techniques.

In averaging technique each DG estimates its frequency, sends it to all or some other DGs, computes the average frequency with the information received and finally calculates the output of its secondary control layer [11]. A similar approach can be used to control the voltage amplitude, as is proposed in [12]. Although a MGCC is not required, averaging technique commonly implies a high traffic exchange to guarantee the control objective accomplishment.

In consensus technique, the definition of the communication interactions could be based on multi-agent systems theory, which defines the rules to govern the information exchange between an agent (DG controller) and some of its neighbors [13], [14]. Consensus technique implies a reduction in the number of communication links between DGs (only requires neighbor-to-neighbor interactions) [15]–[17], without losing robustness even in the presence of communication delays [18].

The major drawback of distributed secondary layer approach is the complexity in the physical implementation that can represent microgrids with a large number of DGs. Then, the balance between complexity and robustness of the communication system should be considered in detail during the design stage [18]–[21].

Considering the drawbacks previously presented, secondary control layer approaches with no communications emerged as a potential solution. It is important to clarify that even with a secondary control layer with no communications, a general communication system is needed for other functionalities of the microgrid as coordination of units during black start processes, real-time monitoring or tertiary control layer. However, reduction of the dependence on communications on each control layer represents an improvement on the reliability of the microgrid [22]. With less dependence on communications, the impact of the real-time data transmission over the control objectives is reduced and the security in terms of communication vulnerability risks is improved.

In [23] and [24] control schemes which perform primary, secondary, and tertiary control layers with no communications are proposed. In the former, the scheme operates with grid-forming converters i.e., converters that behaves as power-controlled voltage sources. In the latter, the scheme operates with grid-feeding converters i.e., power-controlled current sources. In [25] a secondary control with no communications is proposed and a small-signal model to study its dynamics and design considerations is developed. In these proposals, the secondary control is implemented using a low-pass filter, offering limited static and dynamic properties. In particular, fast transient response can be achieved with a high steady-state frequency deviation. Conversely, a low steady-state deviation in frequency is related with a slow transient response.

This paper proposes a secondary control with no communications for islanded microgrids. It is based on a switched control scheme and a time-dependent protocol providing the outstanding features: 1) high flexibility and reliability (no communications are required to operate the secondary control), 2) fast transient response, 3) accurate frequency restoration in steady-state, and 4) simple design and implementation. As far as authors know, there are no approaches without communications providing fast transient response and accurate steady-state frequency restoration simultaneously. Experimental results from a laboratory microgrid have been reported to validate the expected features of the proposed control. This paper is organized as follows: in Section II, hierarchical control for islanded microgrids is reviewed. In Section III, the proposed control (switched control scheme with a time-dependent protocol) is presented and in Section IV its design considerations are described. Experimental results to validate the proposal are presented and discussed in Section V. Finally, general conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. HIERARCHICAL CONTROL FOR ISLANDED MICROGRIDS

Fig. 1 shows a general microgrid scheme. A microgrid works in islanded mode when it is disconnected from the main grid by the transfer switch. In this operational mode, secondary control is the highest hierarchical layer which can be implemented without communications. In this Section the control scheme for primary and secondary layers is described.

A. Primary layer

This is the first layer in the hierarchical scheme and has the fastest speed of response. The main objective of this layer is to control the power sharing and to stabilize the voltage amplitude and frequency.

The droop method is the most common control approach for primary layer, which is based on mimicking the behavior of synchronous generators, reducing the angular frequency \( \omega \) by the increase of the supplied active power \( P \) [26]. Also, the droop control could be implemented to relate amplitude \( V \) with the supplied reactive power \( Q \). The droop method is presented in the next equations, where \( \omega_0 \) is the reference angular frequency, \( V_0 \) is the reference amplitude and \( m \) and \( n \) are the droop control gains.
To allow mismatched dynamics between the different control layers and to achieve high power quality injection, the instantaneous active power $p$ and instantaneous reactive power $q$ are filtered by the low-pass filter $H_{\text{LPF}}$, as follows

$$ P = H_{\text{LPF}} p = \frac{\omega_c}{s + \omega_c} p $$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

$$ Q = H_{\text{LPF}} q = \frac{\omega_c}{s + \omega_c} q $$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

where $\omega_c$ is the primary layer cut-off frequency. As the frequency is a global variable of the microgrid, the droop method ensures an accurate active power sharing in steady-state based only on local measured signals.

Reactive power sharing is controlled using a reactive power-voltage loop, which implies a difficulty to perfectly achieve the control objective using only a primary control layer. As the amplitude is not equal along the microgrid (i.e., contrary to the frequency, it is not a global variable), the profile variations affect the reactive power sharing. A uniform voltage profile through all the microgrid may cause an undesired increase in the reactive power flow. This trade-off between the voltage profile and the reactive power sharing leads to accept margins of voltage deviations based on the grid code regulation, especially in islanded microgrids where the voltage profile is not a critical control objective.

To compensate the voltage deviations and guarantee the margins of amplitude, a suitable secondary voltage control layer could be implemented based on any of the approaches presented in Section I. However, considering the limitation of the local nature of the voltage, the proposed control presented in this paper is focused only on frequency control defining as control objectives both active power sharing and frequency restoration.

**B. Secondary layer**

In this control layer, the steady-state errors introduced by the primary layer are compensated. To do so, an extra term is introduced in the primary layer (1) as follows

$$ \omega = \omega_0 - m P + \delta $$ \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

where $\delta$ is the secondary control term.

In [23]–[25], the secondary control term is based on a low-pass filter, as follows

$$ \delta = \frac{k_i}{s + k_0 k_i} (\omega_0 - \omega) $$ \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

where $k_i$ and $k_0$ are control parameters. This transfer function is a proportional controller with an additional pole for high-frequency attenuation.

From (5) and (6), the frequency error in steady-state can be derived, as follows

$$ e_0 = \omega_0 - \omega = \frac{k_0 m P}{1 + k_0}. $$ \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

Note that both the pole of the low-pass filter in (6) and the error $e_0$ in (7) depend directly of the control gain $k_0$. This means that this controller exhibits a design trade-off between transient response and accuracy. Next Section introduces the proposed control scheme that breaks this design trade-off providing fast transient response and small error in steady-state, simultaneously.

**III. PROPOSED CONTROL**

In this Section, the proposed secondary switched control scheme and the time-dependent protocol are presented. These control structures constitute the first (and main) contribution of this work.

**A. Switched control scheme**

The solution presented is based on a control that switches between two configurations, taking advantage of the features of different approaches: filtered proportional controller and integral controller. The proposed switched control can be expressed as follows

$$ \delta(t) = k_i \int \left[ (\omega_0 - \omega(t)) \text{sgn}(k(t)) - k(t) \delta(t) \right] dt $$ \hspace{1cm} (8)$$

where $k_i$ and $k(t)$ are the control parameters.

The terms of the integral function depend on the value of $k(t)$ which is controlled by the time-dependent protocol presented in the next subsection. The control system can be expressed in the Laplace domain according to the value of $k(t)$ as follows

$$ \delta = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} \frac{k_i}{s + k_i} (\omega_0 - \omega) & k(t) > 0 \\ \frac{k_0 m P}{1 + k_0} & k(t) = 0. \end{array} \right. $$ \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

being $C$ a constant value that will be discussed latter. For positive values of $k(t)$, secondary control corresponds to a proportional low-pass filter control with a cut-off frequency determined by $k(t)$.

In Fig. 2 the proposed control scheme for primary and secondary layers is presented. The block $G_{\text{gap}}(s)$ represents the DG plant (frequency to active power transfer function), the
B. Proposed time-dependent protocol

The values of the parameters $k_i$ and $k(t)$ affect the static and dynamic response of the secondary layer. Specifically, assuming $k_i$ constant, $k(t)$ determines the cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter on (9) and therefore the frequency error in steady-state. Thus, a high value of $k(t)$, which means a high bandwidth, leads to a fast dynamics but an inaccurate steady-state response. A low value of $k(t)$, which means a low bandwidth, leads to a slow dynamics but an accurate steady-state response. This design trade-off is shared by the proportional controller and integral controller, achieving a fast dynamic and a negligible steady-state error.

\[ \text{Fig. 3. Time-dependent protocol in single (top) and multi-event (bottom) scenarios.} \]

Fig. 3 shows the proposed time-dependent protocol which breaks this design trade-off, in which $k(t)$ varies temporarily once an event is detected. For a single event (top of Fig. 3), once it is detected (at $t_e$), the parameter $k(t)$ varies instantaneously from 0 to $k_{max}$. Then, $k(t)$ remains constant during $\Delta \tau$ seconds until $t = t_e$. After that, $k(t)$ decreases linearly from $k_{max}$ to 0 during $\Delta_{ramp}$ seconds until

\[ t = t_{ramp}. \] At $t_{ramp}$, the input of the integral term of (8) is set to 0 ($\text{sgn}(0) = 0$), which means that the secondary term $\delta$ remains constant in the last value calculated $C$. This until a new event is detected. In this case, the initial conditions of the integral are reset and the input is connected again. In a multi-event scenario (bottom of Fig. 3) i.e., if a second event is detected before the protocol has finished, the count and initial conditions are reset, and $k(t)$ starts again from $k_{max}$.

At the beginning of the protocol, a high value of $k(t)$ is proposed in order to obtain a fast transient response even if the error in frequency is high at this moment. The interval with constant $k(t)$ is used to facilitate the power sharing fastly. In the next interval, the ramp slope is low in order to do not introduce serious interactions between power sharing and frequency restoration. As $k(t)$ becomes smaller, the frequency error decreases until it is completely negligible. All these features will be validated experimentally in Section V.

C. Event detection strategies

The event detection strategy is important to guarantee a good performance of the proposed control in multiple scenarios. Notice that once the event is detected, the time-dependent protocol works independently. However, considering the possibility of multi-event scenarios it is key to design a suitable event detection strategy.

One of the most common detection strategies is the so called send-on-delta (SOD) in which the event is triggered if a predefined signal deviates more than a threshold [27]. For this application (i.e., islanded microgrids with multiple DGs) the sampling should be performed over the local active power or the frequency. An advantage of event detection based on active power is that the changes on this variable are more appreciable, then easier to identify. However, event detection based on frequency is convenient considering that this is the only totally global variable in the microgrid.

For the purpose of this paper, two thresholds are used for the event detection: one based on the percentage of active power change and the other on frequency. In fact, the event is detected when at least one of the thresholds is exceeded. It is important to clarify that other possible event detection strategies are also possible for the proposed control. A deeper study of the impact of different event detection strategies on multi-event islanded microgrids is out of the scope of this paper and is left for future works.

IV. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The proposed switched control scheme and the time-dependent protocol have four design parameters that determine the response of the secondary layer: $k_i$ which is related to the control scheme and $k_{max}$, $\Delta \tau$, $\Delta_{ramp}$ which are related to the time-dependent protocol. In the next subsections, design considerations to determine the values of these parameters and a stability analysis are presented. These
control design guidelines constitute the second contribution of this work.

A. Closed-loop system modeling

Fig. 4 illustrates the equivalent circuit of an electronically-coupled DG system. Note that \( u \) is the output voltage of the DG with \( u = V \sin(\phi) \), where the phase is \( \phi = \omega t + \varphi \), and \( u_b \) is the main bus voltage with \( u_b = V_b \sin(\varphi_b) \), where the phase is \( \varphi_b = \omega t + 0^\circ \). \( Z_{eq} \) is the coupling impedance between the DG and the main bus, which can be calculated considering the output impedance of the DG to the microgrid and the virtual output impedance \( Z_v \) \[28\]-\[31\]. If the coupling impedance is mainly inductive and the angle \( \varphi \) approaches to zero (assuming \( \sin(\varphi) \approx \varphi \)), the output active power of the inverter can be calculated as follows

\[
p \approx \frac{3 \, V \, V_b}{2 \, X_{eq}} \, \varphi = \frac{3 \, V \, V_b \, \omega}{2 \, X_{eq}} \, s = G_{op} \, \omega
\]  

where \( X_{eq} \) is the module of \( Z_{eq} \) and \( G_{op} \) is the system plant.

For design purposes, the closed-loop system equation for \( k(t) > 0 \), can be derived by inserting (10) in (5) and (9), resulting in (11). This transfer function is used below to design the control parameters.

B. Design of the control parameters

A step-by-step procedure for the design of the control parameters is given below. This procedure uses as a starting point the values of the laboratory microgrid components and primary control parameters listed in Table I.

Firstly, the parameter \( k_{max} \) is designed. For this, it is assumed that the time of the protocol in which \( k(t) = k_{max} \)

\[
\omega = \frac{s^3 + s^2 (\omega_c + k \, k_l + k_i) + s \, \omega_c (k \, k_l + k_i) + m \, 3 \, \omega_c \, V \, V_b}{s^3 + s^2 (\omega_c + k \, k_l + k_i) + s \, \omega_c (k \, k_l + k_i) + m \, 3 \, \omega_c \, V \, V_b \, k \, k_l} + m \, 3 \, \omega_c \, V \, V_b \, k \, k_l}
\]  

(11)

(i.e., \( \Delta_{ct} \) is large enough that frequency reaches an steady-state value. Then, from (7) a maximum frequency error is expressed as follows

\[
e_{0,\text{max}} = \frac{k_{max} \, m \, P_{\text{max}}}{1 + k_{max}}
\]  

(12)

where \( P_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum power delivered by a single DG. Assuming a desired maximum error of approximately 0.1\%, the value of \( k_{max} \) can be 0.3. The stability related to the change of \( k(t) \) is analyzed in the next subsection.

Secondly, the integral gain \( k_i \) is designed taking in mind a desired location for the closed-loop poles. Using (11) and the usual approximation \( V_0 = V_b = V \), a plot of the dominant closed-loop poles as a function of \( k_i \) is represented in Fig. 5. The arrows indicate the increase of \( k_i \). A good closed-loop dynamics is expected selecting \( k_i = 90 \) rad/s, once the two poles form a double real pole. This will produce a fast dynamic with no overshoots.

Finally, the parameters \( \Delta_{ct} \) and \( \Delta_{ramp} \) are selected taking into consideration the design trade-off between transient response and control layer interactions. On one hand, the parameters should be designed with a high value in order to avoid interactions between power sharing and frequency restoration mechanisms. On the other hand, they should be selected with a low value in order to get a fast transient response. A good solution is achieved by selecting the total time of the protocol larger than the primary layer response. From Table I, note that the period associated to the primary layer cut-off frequency is \( T_c = 1s \). Then, the total time is chosen a decade above resulting in \( \Delta_{ct} + \Delta_{ramp} = 10s \). Furthermore, to achieve a good trade-off between the design characteristics previously discussed, \( \Delta_{ct} \) and \( \Delta_{ramp} \) are selected with the same value, then \( \Delta_{ct} = 5s \) and \( \Delta_{ramp} = 5s \). This solution is excellent in case of multiple events, in which transient response is a critical performance index.
C. Stability analysis

The change in the variable \( k(t) \) is a critical point for system stability. Proving it requires advanced stability methods because it does not suffice to check stability for each particular value of \( k(t) \) separately (i.e., proof that the closed loop poles for each \( k \)-dependent system are in the left-plane). It is known that the combination of stable systems can lead to instability [32].

Hence, the approach used is to find a common Lyapunov function for the desired range of values for \( k(t) \). To do so, closed-loop dynamics is transformed into matrix form. The plant and the control laws are expressed as follows

\[
\dot{x} = Ax
\]

giving as closed-loop state matrix (detailed derivation is presented in Appendix A)

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
-\omega_c & 0 & \frac{3VV_b}{2X_{eq}\omega_c} \\
 mk_i\text{sgn}(k) & -k_i(1+k)\text{sgn}(k) & 0 \\
-m & 1 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

and the state vector \( x \) defined as \( x = [P, \delta, \varphi]^T \). Note that \( A \) depends on \( k \).

According to Lyapunov stability [33], for parameter-varying linear systems, a common Lyapunov function \( V(x) = x^TMx \)

for the given range of \( k \) values should be found, with \( M \) satisfying

\[
A^TM + MA < 0
\]

for some values that make \( M \) a positive defined matrix. Knowing that the design range is \( 0 \leq k \leq 0.3 \), the Lyapunov function characterized by the values presented in Appendix B ensures stability (in fact, it guarantees stability for the range \( 0 \leq k \leq 1 \)).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This Section presents selected experimental results that validate the expected features of both the proposed control scheme and time-dependent protocol.

A low power three-phase laboratory microgrid has been built following the scheme of Fig. 6. It consists of a dc source (AMREL SPS-800-12) which emulates the power generation of the DGs, distributed lines implemented by \( R-L \) impedances and resistive loads for the power consumption. Each generator is connected to the microgrid bus through a MTL-CB10060F121XHF GUASCH three-phase IGBT full-bridge power inverter and an L-C output filter. The controller of each inverter was implemented on a F28M36 digital signal processor (DSP) from Texas Instruments. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 7.

The experimental tests reproduce the black start of the microgrid. DGs and loads are connected sequentially, except the main load \( L_{\text{main}} \), that remains connected all the time. All the DGs work with converters programmed as grid-forming (power-controlled voltage sources) except in the last test, as is explained below. A phase-locked loop based voltage synchronization procedure is performed in all the controllers of the DGs, facilitating the soft start of these units [26].

The experiment begins with the soft start of DG1 connected through the switch \( S_{1a} \) supplying the main load \( L_{\text{main}} \). At \( t=20s \) switch \( S_2 \) closes connecting DG2 to the microgrid, then the load sharing of \( L_{\text{main}} \) begins. At \( t=40s \) switch \( S_{1b} \) closes connecting local load \( L_1 \) and changing the total load of the microgrid. Finally, at \( t=60s \), switch \( S_3 \) closes connecting DG3. In subsection F an experimental test with a dynamically-changing load and different droop gains is presented.

A. Test using only primary control layer

First, a test using only primary control layer was performed. The same value of \( m \) was implemented for all the converters (see Table I) considering DGs with equal nominal powers. However, it is possible to achieve a desired proportional power sharing designing different droop gains for each DG without affecting the dynamic response of the control layers, as is presented in Section V.F.
In Fig. 8 active power and frequency are shown. Primary layer performs a fast and accurate power sharing, however, the droop characteristic produces a considerable deviation in frequency. As will be shown in the following tests, secondary control layer is introduced to reduce this frequency error.

B. Tests using invariant low-pass filters

Tests using secondary control layer based on invariant low-pass filters (6) were performed to verify the trade-off discussed in previous sections. In Fig. 8 active powers and frequencies for $k_t = 90$ rad/s with $k_0 = 0.3$ and $k_0 = 0.05$ are shown. In Fig. 9(a) it can be noted that with the higher value of $k_0$ secondary layer performs a fast and accurate power sharing in 5s with a more appreciable frequency error in steady-state. On the other hand, in Fig. 9(b) with the lower value of $k_0$ the dynamic has a noticeably slower power sharing response, with a frequency error highly reduced.

These tests can be used as a benchmark to appreciate the advantages of the control proposed over the limited proposals found in the literature, in particular over the trade-off between transient response and accuracy. In the next subsection, the proposed control with no communications is tested showing simultaneously fast transient response and an accurate steady-state frequency.
C. Tests using the proposed control

Fig. 10 shows the active power and frequency using the proposed control. During the initial $k$-constant interval ($\Delta_{ct}$) an accurate power sharing is done in 5s, however an appreciable error in the frequency recovery can be noted. In the next interval, the linear variation of $k(t)$ from $k_{\text{max}}$ to 0 leads to the compensation of the frequency error, showing a good dynamic response.

It is worth to mention that the transient response is faster during a load change (40s) than during a DG connection (20s and 60s). The reason is the difference on the frequencies at the beginning of the protocol: in a load change, all the DGs work at the same frequency, contrary to the start of a DG due to the effect of the load consumption.

A sensitivity analysis was carried out for the parameters $k_i$ and $k_{\text{max}}$. Deviations of $\pm 2.5\%$, $\pm 5\%$ and $\pm 10\%$ were considered separately for both parameters in each particular DG controller. It is worth mentioning that the frequency accurately reached the expected value in all the cases. In addition, the deviation in power sharing caused by changes in $k_i$ are completely negligible. However, for $k_{\text{max}}$, the power sharing experienced deviations of $\pm 2.3\%$, $\pm 4.2\%$ and $\pm 9.1\%$. 

Fig. 11. Active powers with switched control (top) and without switched control (bottom).

Fig. 12. Active powers and frequencies for a multi-event situation with event detection in $t = 20s$ and in $t = 24s$ (left) or $t = 29s$ (right).
Therefore, in order to get a good power sharing, the parameter \( k_{\text{max}} \) must present no mismatches in the practical implementation of the controllers. This is really easy to achieve in practice because of digital technology used for the control implementation.

D. Tests without the switched control

The next tests were done to analyze the relevance of the switched characteristic in the proposed control. As was previously discussed, if the switched characteristic is not implemented, the control scheme works as an integral control and suffers the hunting phenomenon which leads to unstable responses. In Fig. 11 the active power for tests with switched control (top) and without switched control (bottom) are presented.

Notice that the time interval shown is \( 80 \leq t \leq 160 \) (when there are no load changes) because the difference between both tests only can be appreciated several seconds later the time-dependent protocol has finished. Thus, it is possible to highlight the relevance of the switched characteristic in the proposed control to avoid the drawbacks of integral controllers.

E. Tests with multi-event scenario

The next test (Fig. 12) shows the behavior of the system in a two-event scenario. To the left, active power and frequency are shown for a multi-event situation with the first event detected (DG2 startup) at \( t=20s \) and a second event detected (load change) at \( t=24s \). As the protocol restarts during the \( k \)-constant interval, when the power sharing transitory is not finished, the active powers are still different just when the second event is detected. However, a few seconds later the power sharing is completed showing good dynamic characteristics.

To the right, active power and frequency are shown for a multi-event situation with the first event detected (DG2 startup) at \( t=20s \) and a second event detected (load change) at \( t=29s \). In this case, the second event detection is done 1s before the end of the protocol. For this reason, the power sharing was already done. In both cases, the proposed protocol shows a fast and accurate response in active power and frequency.

F. Test with a dynamically-changing load and different droop gains

The last test was done to analyze the proposed control in the presence of a dynamically-changing load and different droop gains. The changing load is simulated programmng the controller of DG1 as a grid-feeding current source and keeping \( L_{\text{main}} \) and \( L_1 \) connected during all the test. Thus, the equivalent load \( P_L \) corresponds to \( P_L = L_{\text{main}} + L_1 - P_3 \). Controllers of DG1 and DG2 work programmed as grid-forming voltage sources. For this reason, the changes on \( P_L \) produce variations in the injected powers \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \). For DG1 and DG2 different values of droops gains have been programmed (i.e., \( m_1=0.00075 \) and \( m_2=0.0015 \)), with an inherent effect over the proportionality of the power sharing. Active power and frequency are shown in Fig. 13.

During the initial 40s, DG1 and DG2 were soft started while \( P_L \) has a constant power of 1000W. This period of time was omitted considering that does not present relevant information compared with the analyzed in previous tests. From \( t=45s \) to \( t=75s \), \( P_L \) behaves as a random changing load. At \( t=59.6s \) an event is detected by the excess of the power threshold and the protocol is started. It is worth mentioning that the threshold is based on the percentage of power change, for this reason despite the difference in the powers delivered, the event is correctly detected.

Notice that just when the protocol ends, the frequency is restored (i.e., is equal to 60Hz). However, as the random changes in the load remain, the frequency is affected by these fluctuations. This operation coincides with that expected in other secondary control schemes, which eliminate the frequency deviation only in steady state.

At \( t=75s \), \( P_L \) varies linearly from 1700W to 700W in an interval of 10s. The change in the power generated by DG1 and DG2 produces a linear variation in frequency which exceeds the threshold of event detection at \( t=83.7s \), then starting the protocol. Finally, at \( t=95s \) and \( t=103s \), \( P_L \) increases and decreases between 700W and 1400W, both in intervals of 2s. In these cases, events are detected by the excess of the power change threshold in times that produce a multi-event scenario.

This last test clearly shows that even in the presence of a dynamically-changing load and DGs with different droop gains, the proposed control guarantees a suitable working
frequency in both steady state and transient scenarios. In steady-state, an accurate frequency recovery is done, as shown in the different tests presented. In transients, the frequency remains in a working margin although the power changes, as a consequence of the frequency threshold implemented. For this reason, a good design of the event detection strategy results key to achieve a good performance of the control proposed, as discussed in Section III.C.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a secondary control with no communications for islanded microgrids. It is based on a switched control scheme that uses a time-dependent protocol to change between two control configurations. With this structure, an excellent performance in terms of flexibility, reliability, transient response and frequency restoration in steady-state is achieved simultaneously. The design trade-off found in previous controllers between transient response and frequency restoration is broken with the proposed control solution, thus improving clearly the performance of the state-of-the-art control schemes with no communications. In addition, design considerations of the proposed control are presented. Experimental results are reported, confirming the validity of the predicted characteristics.

Future work will be focused on extending the main ideas of this proposal to the reactive power-voltage control loop to achieve a robust voltage control with no communication. Also, study in depth the performance of different event detection strategies on multi-event scenarios of microgrids is an open topic of research.

APPENDIX

A. Derivation of closed-loop state matrix

The active power is derived by inserting the time domain representation of the plant given in (10) in (3):

\[
\frac{dP}{dt} = 3 VV' \frac{\omega_e q - \omega_e P}{2 X_{eq}}.
\]  

(A1)

The secondary control is deduced by inserting (5) in (8):

\[
\frac{d\delta}{dt} = m k_i \text{sgn}(k) P - k_i (\text{sgn}(k) + k) \delta.
\]  

(A2)

For convenience, the frequency is rewritten as

\[
\omega = \frac{d\phi}{dt} = \frac{d(\omega_o t + \phi)}{dt} = \omega_o + \frac{d\phi}{dt}.
\]  

(A3)

Then, inserting (5) in (A3), the initial phase \( \phi \) is expressed as

\[
\frac{d\phi}{dt} = -mP + \delta.
\]  

(A4)

The matrix \( A \) can be easily written as (14) using (A1), (A2), and (A4).

B. Values of matrix \( M \)

\[
M = \begin{bmatrix}
0.0000558 & -0.024384 & 0.2364176 \\
-0.024384 & 36.46885 & 23.1569566 \\
-0.2364176 & 23.1569566 & 11873.5845121
\end{bmatrix} \cdot 10^{-6}
\]  

(A5)
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